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Short Description

Product Details:
This new Tweakmonster product is a direct replacement for the near worthless performing heat spreaders
most of us have been using on our system RAM. Up until this point, there was really nothing else available
that would actually help to cool your system RAM for even higher clock speeds, not to mention there is
definitely not one readily available that will allow you to run two sticks side-by-side (as in Dual Channel
setups) with NO interference problems. These will. Finished with the blinding chrome plating, they look just
as good as the world famous TweakMonster RAMsinks!

Features:

RAMcooler dimensions (in inches) are .425 width x .950 length x .100 height.1.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
http://www.tweakmonster.com/products/ramsinkpage.htm
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All RAMcoolers are manufactured from a high thermally conductive aluminum alloy and then plated with an2.
almost blinding chrome finish.

The mounting surface is also chrome plated and ready to mount with little or no lapping required.3.

These RAMcoolers have been designed as a direct replacement for heat spreaders, and will cover both DDR4.
and SDR RAM chips found on all system RAM sticks.

They will NOT cause interference with the RAM stick in a parallel slot, which makes them perfect for the Dual5.
Channel setups found on N-force and Canterwood based motherboards.

All Tweakmonster RAMcoolers have a hard, chrome-like finish process added which not only stops oxidation6.
from occurring, but also enhances their beauty and durability.

These are a one-of-a-kind, custom made product that will add both performance AND beauty to your system7.
and allow for even higher stability and overclocking of the front side bus (FSB) for unbelievable speed.

For proper installation, it is recommended to use non-conductive thermal adhesive which can be found here.
Also, be sure to consult the installation guide first which can be found here.

*** These ramcoolers are sold 8 in a pack and can be used for all DDR and SDRAM applications. ****

The world�s first Tweakmonster RAMcooler review has been posted at nvnews.net! Here is a quote:

�As with other cooling products targeted at overclockers there are a host of conditions that can limit your results.
But if you're looking for an edge, Tweakmonster's RAMcoolers will certainly increase the overclocking potential of
your system's memory.�

Read the full review here.
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Additional Information

SKU RAMCOOLERS-D

Weight 1.0000

Special Price $5.00
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